
Hi. 

Greetings Marie-José and Roland from A Coruña. 

 

Since Ronald is with this now, the first thing is to tell you that I am not interested in 1000V - 1A ... yet. 

But I read the uTracer V6 blog with enthusiasm, it is very educational for me, your blogs demystify the SMPS 

because the whole concept of the uTracer is based on the use of the coils to obtain the necessary voltages. This 

is a topic that has choked me a lot since my student days in the 70s with the theory of flyback of TV receivers 

and, in the practice, with the, by then already obsolete, valve B&W TVs (how sturdy they were !!!, and how hard 

the aquadag hit !!!. One time an aquadag from a valve color TV gave me a shock ... I learned that this must be 

respected !!!). I hope that this version of the uTracer will also become a kit, since maybe in a couple of years I 

will be looking for higher voltages. What I am clear about, is that the uTracerV6 will be on a new IC board, and 

surely it will have a firmware adapted for this version and a redone GUI. 

What I will be interested in soon is a uTracer LV, surely in a few months I will ask you for another kit to 

have both instruments at hand. My main interest with tubes is audio amplifiers, and although I am inclined 

towards Hi-Fi, due to my friends, I frequently see myself with guitar, bass and effects pedal amplifiers; I also 

sometimes see radio receivers, until now almost always as a hobby. Something I want to do is a low B+ valve 

amplifier, in that regime, the curves published in datasheets are useless. I have read on the internet that they 

sound very similar to transistors; but it's something I want to test with my ear. What is certain is that, compared 

to transistors, they will be very energy inefficient, especially due to the filaments; tracing curves with variable 

Vh will be of great help. 

A couple of weeks ago I finished building and testing the uTracer board, I really enjoyed it! great quality 

of components and a very detailed and easy to follow manual, with a very well distributed board. 

 

For the enclosure, I plan to use the front of a machine that we scrapped at work for its removal to the 

recycling point (I saw it clearly, although the back I still have to do it, as it has no back cover). 



 

Seeing the cover, I visualized a very simple arrangement: Four sockets aligned above; one octal for type 

EL34 pentodes, one noval for type EL84 pentodes, one noval for double triodes type ECC83 and one heptal for 

pentodes. Making plug-in adapters in the octal base for any other use including transistors. And on the back a 

barrel jack connector for the 19V power, and a USB type B connector as interface with the computer. Everything 

permanently wired, since for the double triodes you have already prepared the GUI for its simultaneous tracing. 

 

I soon realized that something was missing ... PWR led, HV led, connector for HV in "continuous mode", 

something to connect the pentodes as triodes (possibly a switch based on   >> 

http://diyaudioprojects.com/mirror/members. aol.com/sbench101/#TubeTest   _ [I think a link in your blog took 

me there]), selector for the "grid loupe" ... I hope it doesn't look messy and still look like a clean presentation. I'll 

send a photo ... 

As I read practically the entire blog, and since I do not plan an “universal” tracer, I made some small 

modifications, rather cosmetic, that I wish to share. 

The first mod I made was the data connection to the computer; I soldered the capacitors and the 

MAX232 socket so as not to lose them, since one of the possible computers to use has RS232 output, but I used 

the socket to put the resistor that connects the PIC's RX to + 5V. I drilled a hole next to J4 to use the kit 

connectors for the RS232 and add a GND pin next to J4; I would have liked RX and TX to be in the same order as 

the original connector, but I preferred not to risk drilling so close to the track on the other side (if you order 

more boards for the V3 + you could include this modified J4, since it facilitates the connection of the USB-TTL 

adapter). For the GND connection I used a pin from a 90º connector soldered to the nearby GND track and 

reinforced a bit with a drop of cyanoacrylate on the solder side. 



 

>> I just read the new upload to the V6 blog, and I see that this is the most requested. In part I think like 

you, but also, I think that leaving the perforations for a J4 with Tx, Rx, VCC and Gnd would not be very 

complicated, and from there, that each person connects as they wish. I still have to try to connect my computer 

via Bluetooth simulating a COM port. 



Actually, the first mod was the USB-TTL adapter, it is a cheap Chinese one that I have been using for 

some time now to flash ‘junk with a microcontroller’, it has an output selector for 3V3 or 5V, I added a pin to 

power the 5V microcontrollers from the USB; It did not give me problems neither in Win XP, nor in Win 7, nor in 

Win 10. Although I vaguely remember that in Win XP I had to download and install the drivers, on W7 and W10 

it installs from Microsoft. With that converter I tested the GUI before asking you for the uTracer. For the tests 

during the construction of the kit I used it as I have it; for the final assembly I will change the USB-A connector 

for a USB-B wired to the back of the box. 

 

The next mod was J1 and the prog connector; As it would not surprise me, being a live project, that in 

the future I will want to flash a new firmware to the PIC. In order not to leave the pins bare, I prepared a blind 

female connector, which includes the J1 jumper. 

 

Rather cosmetic was the mod of leaving connectors for the Power and HV LEDs, in this way it is easier to 

remove the board to work on it when I want to modify it. For the HV indication, I plan to put a Ø3mm high 



brightness red LED in the center hole of each valve socket and one aside each output in 'continuous mode', so I 

will have to connect them in series and parallel and remove or modify R49. 

 

Thanks I read almost all your web page I did not panic when my first complete test with valve give me 

weird curves. I knew it was oscillating, so I put a massive dose of ferrite, and continue testing. 

 

In the mod that I'm starting to work on is the "Grid Loupe", I'm going to take it easy and prepare a board 

with Kicad; It will be my second board made with this program; if someday I finish it, I will send you a report. But 

I think it will not be very soon, as I am also making a breadboard to test either semiconductors or valves, full of 

gizmos, in a very crowded enclosure ( photo below ), and also a version of the gm – mu tester by Steve referred 

on the link above. 

   

I got the additional 330uH inductances from China trough Ebay and arrived just in time to test them with 

Chinese, Mullard, Sylvania and JJ valves that a coworker asked me to plot the curves for; The improvement in 

measurement time is really appreciated. It seems logical to me that you do not risk with components of 

unknown origin, but in this case it seemed to me that the Chinese could do anything wrong in a few turns of 

copper and some forms of ferrite, and although I suggest that you do not risk in definitive plates, but you could 

use them in disposable test circuits. 



 

 Since I did a lot of measurements in a row with the co-worker valves, I was able to thoroughly test the 

uTracer system. Overall, I was delighted with the operation. Only one of the problems seemed a bit annoying to 

me, and I'm not quite sure if it's due to the combination of hardware I used (Laptop tuned by me, with i3, 4GB 

RAM, SSD [2 of them, one with OS and programs, and one for data ], Windows 10 , cheap Chinese USB-serial 

adapter, lots of ferrite, uTracer GUI 3p12p6). It is an overflow error, which, when closing the error window, ends 

the uTracer program, and I had to start all again. It was also not very frequent, I think it only occurred when 

doing the distortion analysis, and selecting parameters that took the calculation outside the measured area. If it 

happens to me again with time to spare, I will pay more attention to the circumstances, because perhaps it will 

be possible to check in Visual Basic if the circumstances occur before this error stops the GUI. 

Another problem that appeared to me, this almost certain due to my hardware, is that with “average” at 

8 or more, after tracing the first curve, and more or less when I think the second curve should start, an error of 

‘string interrupted’ appears and the uTracer does not respond; An "average" as high I do not think I will use it so 

much, as I put it just to test it, and possibly in part was cause I was using it with Va and Vs going up to 400V, I am 

not worried for now. Maybe I do more testing when I put the uTracer on its final box. 

To work tracing similar valves, it would be practical if the Quick Test and Distortion windows were 

opened with the last used values and not with the generic ones, this way you can proceed without entering new 

numbers and it would save time and errors (one more suggestion for the new GUI), even so, it was not so 

difficult to have an old fashioned pencil and paper note next to the valves being tested. 

The new PDF collaborations arrived a bit late to me, as I had just finished printing and binding not only 

the user manual, but also the notebook and the uTracer V2 weblog, as there is lot of information on them, and 

some other pieces of your weblog to have at hand. As you can see on the photo below, I prefer the horizontal 

presentation, as the images and figures have more room and show more detail, and give more room to doodle 

over them. 

 



To end this long e-mail, this is my solution to ensure that the power is connected with the correct 

polarity: I preferred to leave a short cable connected to a female barrel jack while testing and until I put 

everything together in the final box. This way I easily connect and disconnect the power, and the connector is 

the one that I will put on the back of the box next to the USB-B. 

 

 Best wishes from A Coruña. 

 

A Torre de Hércules, 1969 postal card. 

Jaime J. Díaz Tenreiro 

P.D. 

Sorry for the bad English, I used the Google translator to change the wording from Spanish to English, and 

although I checked and corrected some errors, I am sure that I have left many others, and in some I may even 

had made it worse. 


